Abstract. Optimal patch design is a generic problem in which the objective is to nd the best con guration of patches subject to multiple criteria. It is a hard problem in spatial geometry relevant to numerous applications in spatial planning and analysis. GIS packages do not have optimal patch design functions and there has been very little research in this area. This paper describes a computer system for solving optimal patch design problems in raster GIS. The method uses a genetic algorithm search heuristic combined with a region-growing programme that generates alternative patch con gurations. The version described here solves multiple patch problems and was developed from an earlier version for designing single patches. In tests on a hypothetical planning problem the multi-patch version was found to be more e cient, but less eOE ective, than the single patch version. The last part of the paper discusses outstanding issues regarding the applicability usability and external validity of the system and suggests ideas for further research.
Introduction
This paper describes an autonomous computer algorithm for solving optimal patch design problems in raster GIS. The term optimal patch design was used by Brookes (1998) to describe a generic spatial planning problem in which the objective is to design spatially explicit plans that optimise both the composition of patches and their spatial con guration. Spatial pattern aOE ects ecological, physical and socioeconomic processes in various ways. For example, in habitat design the size and con guration of patches and the connectivity between them all aOE ect the viability of the patches for sustaining ecosystems. It is, therefore, important that pattern should be given equal consideration with other criteria in spatial planning. In raster GIS, optimal patch design is an important and complex problem in spatial geometry that is not widely recognised in the literature as a generic problem to be addressed by generic methodologies.
The Genetic Algorithm for Patch Design, GAPD, combines a genetic algorithm, a region-growing algorithm, raster GIS functions and multi-criteria decision-making techniques into a single system. GAPD is an extension of work on single patch problems which has been described in two previous papers. The rst, Brookes (1997a) , introduces a parameter-drive n region-growing heuristic, PRG, for locating sites with given spatial extent and boundary con guration on raster suitability maps.
The second, Brookes (1997b) , shows how PRG was coupled with a genetic algorithm to search for optimal sites. GAPD generalises the single site problem to multiple patches of diOE erent types, sizes and con gurations. It can be used to design single patches, patch networks or to exhaustively partition regions. There are a number of other signi cant advances from the single patch algorithm. Whereas the original method operated on a single suitability map GAPD can also operate on multiple input layers which can be raw attribute layers, suitability maps, cost surfaces and so on. GAPD can also tackle multi-objective problems.
Section 2 brie y describes the components of GAPD, introduces concepts and de nes the terminology. Some applications of patch design are outlined in §3. Section 4 deals with the conceptual and physical models of GAPD and their implementation. GAPD has been tested previously against a number of hypothetical single patch problems with promising results (Brookes 1998) . A multi-patch problem involving multiple con icting objectives is described in §5. The nal section discusses a number of issues concerning usability, applicability and validity and suggests topics for further research.
Concepts and components
GAPD developed from an attempt to incorporate shape into multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) in raster GIS (Brookes 1993) . Multi-criteria decisionmaking embraces a number of techniques for nding the best alternative solution subject to multiple incompatible criteria. Other related terms are multi-criteria evaluation, multi-criteria analysis, multi-objective programming and goal programming. The essence of each is the evaluation and comparison of disparate entities. Many techniques and their use in GIS are described in the literature (Minch and Sanders 1986 , Carver 1991 , Chuvieco 1993 , Pereira and Duckstein 1993 , Shari 1993 , Eastman et al. 1995 , Jankowski 1995 , Tamiz 1996 . For simplicity, the term multi-criteria decision-making, MCDM, is used in this paper because it includes the idea of selection as well as evaluation and comparison. Multi-objective problems add another level of complexity but many methods are analogous to those used in single objective problems. Multiple objectives can be complementary , where a single area can satisfy several objectives, or con icting, where a single area can only satisfy one objective . For example, a woodland could be used for both recreation and conservation, so the objectives are complementary. On the other hand a zone cannot be used for industry and agriculture so the objectives con ict.
Multi-objective problems can be solved iteratively, by ordering the objectives in a priority list and solving a series of single objective problems, or in a single step, by combining the objectives into a single objective function. In the second case, trial solutions are given scores against each objective and these scores are combined to a single score. The individual scores must be normalised to control the relative weights of each objective. Normalisation can be done by estimating the minimum and maximum scores for each objective independently and then re-scaling all scores to a single arbitrary scale, for example 0 to 1000. A simple technique is linear interpolation: for each objective, if the worst score is V min , the best score is V max and the actual score is V, the normalised score N is given by equation (1).
The terms patch, composition and con guration are used in landscape ecology with particular meanings (McGarigal and Marks 1994) . A patch is a distinct homogenous area within a landscape. A patch is homogeneous by some criteria which may relate to either landcover (e.g. woodland) or landuse (e.g. nature reserve), or in a wider context to an administrative demarcation (e.g. light industry). Landscapes can be di cult to delineate in practice but for planning purposes the landscape is simply the area of interest and within GAPD it is the extent of the raster data layers.
Composition is an aspatial property and is the amount of each element within a landscape or patch. The composition of a landscape might be the total area of diOE erent patch types and the composition of a patch might be the total area of diOE erent vegetation cover types. Con guration is a spatial property. It is the spatial con guration of a single patch or the spatial arrangement of patches in a landscape. Conventional raster GIS decision making applications concentrate on individual cells and optimise only composition, but in optimal patch design the objective is to optimise both composition and con guration. Optimal patch design includes the notion of dynamic criteria. Patch composition and con guration can only be measured and evaluated when the patch has been identi ed. Thus, patch attributes are dynamic criteria that should be evaluated for every alternative design. In previous MCDM applications of GIS (e.g. , Pereira and Duckstein 1993 , Jankowski 1995 individual cells are evaluated. Cell attributes are static and static criteria need be evaluated once only because they are not aOE ected by whether the cell belongs to a particular patch or not. In raster GIS, Tomlin (1990) discusses aspects of the spatial geometry problem using diOE erent terminology. He talks about holistic prescriptive modelling and distinguishes between atomic and holistic rather than static and dynamic criteria and recognises that the latter are problematic. He recommends the use of ad hoc heuristics that do not evaluate dynamic criteria explicitly but are likely to generate good solutions. Barrett and Peles (1994) and Fedorowick (1993 ) have applied landscape ecology principles to landuse planning using iterative interactive approaches. GAPD applies a generic methodology that combines explicit evaluation of dynamic criteria with an e cient search heuristic.
Parameterised region growing, PRG is a heuristic for growing regions or patches of speci ed size and with certain shape characteristics on raster maps (Brookes 1997a, b) . In its simple form PRG grows a single patch whose shape and size are determined by both a string of patch control parameters and an underlying suitability map. Parameters controlling the location, size, ideal shape and shape-bias of the patch constitute a patch de nition code, PDC. The shape-bias determines the relative in uence of the ideal shape and the suitability map on the patch's nal shape, so that a bias of 1 results in the ideal shape, 0 in a shape determined wholly be cell values in the map, and intermediate values in compromise shapes.
Heuristics such as PRG and those of Tomlin handle static and dynamic criteria separately. First, static criteria are processed explicitly to generate a suitability map. Then, dynamic criteria are handled implicitly, for example by choosing PDC values that grow promising shapes. A major advantage of GAPD is that both dynamic and static criteria are handled explicitly. Search methods are potentially more eOE ective than ad hoc heuristics because they are guided by objective information about the quality of actual solutions rather than guesswork about what might make a good solution.
Optimal patch design is a hard geometric problem with a huge complex search space and therefore requires an e cient search method (Brookes 1998) . To give an idea how large the search space is, the number of diOE erent con gurations of a patch of N cells is of the order 2N and the number of locations is equal to the number of cells in the raster (Brookes 1998 ). Genetic algorithms have been shown to be e cient and eOE ective algorithms for complex optimisation problems in various elds. The mechanics of genetic algorithms are well described elsewhere (Holland 1975 , Goldberg 1989 , Davis 1991 , Koza 1992 , Potts et al. 1994 , Ribeiro Filho et al. 1994 , Whitley 1994 ). Basically they mimic the operation of genetics in natural selection. Their power comes from combining random and directed search and from implicit parallelism through operating on populations of solutions. Successive generations are bred in such a way that the average tness of succeeding generations improves. An individual in a population is a coded representation of a solution and has an associated tness value that re ects the relative quality of the solution. Individuals are selected for reproduction using a weighted stochastic procedure that preferentially selects individuals with high tness to form a breeding population. Genetic operators are then applied to the individuals in the breeding population generating new individuals by recombining elements from the breeding population. Although the re-combinations are random average tness tends to increase because of the biased selection process. The selection process and genetic operators used in GAPD are described fully in Brookes (1997b) .
Applications
Patch con guration is a relevant criterion in habitat design and in other applications such as watershed management, forestry, the design of electoral district boundaries and local authority planning.
Studies in conservation biology indicate several ways in which patch composition and con guration aOE ect habitat value (Henein and Merriam 1990 , O'Neill et al. 1992 , Turner et al. 1993 , Lamberson et al. 1994 ). Patch size is important for population viability (Gilpin and Soule 1986, Morrison et al. 1992 ) , disturbance regimes (Baker 1992) , and ecological diversity (Probst and Weinrich 1993) . Shape aOE ects the role of patches as corridors (Fahrig and Merriam 1985, Selman and Doar 1992 ) or habitats (Laurance 1991 ) and the amount of interaction with surrounding areas (Buechner1987)-whether for good or bad. Connectivity between patches aOE ects the diversity of metapopulation s and the behaviour of territorial species (Murphy et al. 1990 , Carroll and Lamberson 1993 , Hanski and Thomas 1994 . Finally, patch composition determines suitability of territories for species with a variety of needs and diversity within a patch increases the chances of a population surviving short or long-term uctuations in climate.
The same concepts can be applied in other areas. A compact industrial zone will have a minimal disturbance eOE ect on surrounding areas whereas a linear park may maximise accessibility from neighbouring residential areas. The shape of electoral districts is important to avoid suspicion of gerrymandering. In allocating resource centres the shape of the catchment may in uence administration. Con guration also aOE ects physical systems. The pattern of landcover in a watershed aOE ects runoOEand consequently erosion, sedimentation and ooding. Forests are managed for both e cient timber production, which demands large uniform stands, and conservation and recreation, which require a pattern of smaller more diverse stands. The spread of forest res and windthrow damage are also aOE ected by planting patterns.
GAPD design and implementation

L ogical and physical design
GAPD employs a search technique to progress towards an optimal solution. The search engine operates on numeric strings and these are translated into twodimensional patch maps. Raster GIS routines measure the attributes of the patch maps. The attribute measurements are converted into scores and fed back to the search engine to guide it towards better solutions. These four logical components search, translate, measure and evaluate, illustrated in gure 1, are standard elements in directed search. The translation component converts an internal representation of a solution, which is amenable to manipulation by the search engine, into an external representation, with attributes that can be measured. In this case, because of the spatial nature of the problem, translation is from the aspatial domain of the search engine to the spatial domain of maps. The evaluation component feeds back information on the relative quality of alternative solutions to the search engine.
The physical design of GAPD is shown in gure 2. The search engine is a genetic algorithm that generates parameter strings which PRG translates to maps. Raster GIS functions measure the composition and con guration of patches and the measurements are converted to scores using MCDM routines. For each map, multiple attribute scores are reduced to a single utility value which is passed back to the genetic algorithm as a tness score. Figure 3 shows information ow in more detail. PRG grows patches determined by the code passed from the genetic algorithm and the input maps. GIS routines measure patch con guration directly on the output maps and patch composition by overlaying output patch maps on input maps. Using MCDM routines, individual attribute measurements are converted to single criteria scores and then combined into a single tness value. Fitness scores are passed back to the genetic algorithm where the selection procedure preferentially selects t individuals for the breeding population. Genetic operators act on individuals in the breeding population to create a new generation which is in turn evaluated. As long as the average tness continues to improve through successive generations the algorithm continues.
Implementation and operation
The key component in GAPD is PRG. PRG determines the format of the genetic code and largely dictates how the genetic operators work. Full details of a single patch algorithm have been given elsewhere (Brookes 1997b) . The genetic code is a single PDC as illustrated in gure 4. Five genetic operators crossover, mutation, creep, sum and average were speci cally developed for this particular structure. Parameter validity was enforced by associating domains with parameters and, where necessary, adjusting values to t within them. The main diOE erences between GAPD and the single patch algorithm are in the PRG and genetic search engine components.
Multi-patch PRG
To address multi-patch problems GAPD incorporates a multi-patch version of PRG which uses a multi-patch PDC (MPDC). The MPDC is basically a concatenation of single PDCs. Patch size is now interpreted as relative not absolute size and a new parameter, total patch size, de nes the sum of all patch sizes. The absolute size of a patch is now calculated as a fraction of total patch size as follows. Denoting total size by T , relative size by R I and the number of patches by N, the absolute size S I of patch I is given by equation (2).
In general, patches need not all be of the same type, in which case an additional parameter, patch type, is included. The parameters are arranged into a header and a tail. Those in the header apply to all patches and those in the tail apply to individual patches. This structure is illustrated in gure 5.
Multi-patch PRG works in basically the same way as single-patch PRG (see Brookes 1997a,b) with a few modi cations. Each iteration adds a single cell to an existing patch or instigates growth from a patch seed. All unallocated cells contiguous to a patch are candidates for inclusion in that patch. A cell-patch-score is calculated for each patch that the cell can join. For some applications, each cell also has an intrinsic score derived from the cell's composition. Cell-patch-scores are weighted according to the absolute patch size of the relevant patch. If size exceeds the absolute size, calculated using equation (2), then the cell-patch-score is reduced but if the current patch size is less than its absolute size the cell-patch-score is unchanged. A penalty function allows patches to exceed the absolute size by a greater or lesser amount. A cell can only be added to one patch and once added it cannot be removed. All patch growth terminates when the total size is reached. Patches are identi ed by the position of their PDC in the MPDC. Initially, patches have unique identi ers but when growth is complete the patch type is substituted for the identi er on the map. Then, where patches of the same type are contiguous they merge into a single patch. The nal number of patches can be less than the number of PDCs, for example, if some patches have zero relative size or if patches merge together.
Multi-patch genetic algorithm
Fundamentally, the genetic operators and domains are the same as for the single patch algorithm. However, some extra processing is needed to handle multiple patch de nition codes.
Like the single patch algorithm, GAPD uses numeric genetic operators that act directly on the numbers in the MPDC. Typically, genetic algorithms work with binary strings and the genetic operators act at a randomly chosen point in the string (Holland 1975 ) . In GAPD the fundamental unit in the string is a numeric parameter (i.e. an integer or real number rather than a single bit) and the genetic operators either change one parameter value or swap parameters between strings (for details see Brookes 1997b) . The length of the code, L , is the number of parameters and the operation point is a random integer P, where 0<P< 5 L . One operator, crossover, is illustrated in gure 6.
With MPDCs there are fewer domains than there are parameters in the genetic code: for example, patch type has the same meaning, therefore the same domain, in each PDC but occurs several times in an MPDC. Consequently, special processing is needed to identify the correct domains: when a genetic operator is selected to act at a randomly chosen point, P, in the genetic code, it is not obvious which domain applies. If H 5 the length of the header, T 5 the length of each unit in the tail (i.e. a single PDC), and N 5 the number of PDCs, then the total length of the genetic code is H1 (T Ö N) and the number of domains is H1 T . The correct domain, D, is found using equation (3) or (4). Note that the modulus (%) operator yields the remainder from a division. Figure 6 . The crossover operation on a multi-patch de nition code.
Crossover involves extracting sub-strings from two MPDCs and swapping them over. The procedure for applying crossover is similar to that for identifying the domain. If the crossover point, P, is in the tail, then the identi er, I, of the PDC in which P falls is found by equation (5).
The parameters in this PDC are swapped individually. All other PDCs and the header are swapped as single units, as shown in gure 6. If P is in the header the whole tail is swapped.
GAPD uses a xed length code because it is simple to implement. Although in general there may be advantage s in using a variable length structure (Srikanth et al. 1995 ) in practice the maximum number of patches will often be constrained, for example, when there are constraints on both the total patch size and the minimum size of individual patches.
Handling multiple objectives
Multiple objectives are combined into one objective by normalising, weighting and combining scores for each independent objective into a single score. This processing is part of the MCDM component. Estimates of minimum and maximum single objective scores can be found using GAPD for each objective in turnminimum values by running a single generation and maximum value by running GAPD to completion.
Measurement and evaluation functions
For testing GAPD a number of fundamental simple-to-measure properties were identi ed. Individual patches and patch networks can be evaluated using attributes that are in uenced by size, shape and pattern including:
Total patch size Patch core size Patch composition Patch core composition Inter-patch distance Heterogeneity of physical attributes Connectivity between patches.
The rst ve can be measured using simple raster GIS functions. More complex attributes such as heterogeneity or connectivity can be derived from simpler ones like area, inter-patch distance and composition. Many functions are available in GIS packages and the free FRAGSTATS library is speci cally for landscape and patch measurement (McGarigal and Marks 1994) . Direct measurement of con guration is problematic but this is not an issue here because the patch properties that aOE ect suitability and which are in uenced by shape, can be measured directly. For example, core area aOE ects the viability of a habitat directly. Equal area patches with diOE erent shapes have diOE erent core areas (Laurance 1991) , so shape is an implicit factor. Similarly, a corridor functions as a link between patches: the in uence of shape is implicit in the explicit measurement of interaction (Knaapen et al. 1992) . Having made the measurements subsequent conversion to utility scores is procedurally straightforward, see for example (Pereira and Duckstein 1993) , although problematic in practice.
Implementation and operation
GAPD was implemented in the C programming language. All genetic algorithm, PRG, GIS and MCDM code was purpose written. GAPD is loosely coupled with the IDRISI GIS which is used for data preparation and the display and analysis of results. Ideally, better use should be made of existing GIS and MCDM functions by coupling them with GAPD more tightly. Conceptually, GAPD has diOE erent modes of operation depending on how the static and dynamic criteria are handled. Figure 7 shows the more conventional set up with pre-processed static criteria input as a suitability map and gure 8 shows a more general case with all data input directly.
GAPD test
This test illustrates the application of GAPD to a hypothetical multi-objective, multi-patch planning problem with con icting objectives: to allocate two zones to two diOE erent uses. The objectives con ict because each patch can be allocated to only one use. This problem is a variation on a case study by in their workbook on decision making in GIS. It uses the same data layers and suitability maps but whereas the original problem has no dynamic criteria the modi ed planning objective does. 
Problem description
The original problem was to control the expansion of the carpet industry in Kathmandu, Nepal, by developing a planning map that allocates 1500 ha (16 666 cells) to the carpet industry and 6000 ha (66 664 cells) to agriculture. The two planning objectives con ict because each unit of land is allocated to one use only. Suitability for agriculture or industry are static criteria and these are evaluated independently to generate two suitability maps. Cells are then independently assigned to each land use by ranking the cells and selecting the best. Con icts between the objectives are resolved by a heuristic process until both objectives are met simultaneously .
In the GAPD problem land is to be allocated to two planning zones (patches) of 500 cells. Furthermore, each patch should be compact. The two patches must be distinct but there is no constraint on their proximity to each other, nor is proximity a factor. The utility function for each patch is cumulative core suitability-that is, the sum of the static suitability of each cell in the patch. To enforce compactness only cells in the patch core contribute: eOE ectively edge cells have zero suitability. In this way, utility is an explicit measure of patch core composition but con guration is an implicit factor.
Method
Two suitability maps, AGSUIT and CARPSUIT, were created following the steps described in the workbook and using the supplied geographic datasets. The maps, illustrated in gures 9 and 10 respectively, have 490 rows and 761 columns. The large dark area is the urban area of Kathmandu where no land allocation is allowed. The constraints and factors are similar for both suitability maps and, therefore, the suitability maps are themselves similar. This means that cells that are highly suitable for one use are usually highly suitable for the other so there is con ict between the two objectives.
GAPD produces maps of the solutions and their suitability scores. The results were checked independently using IDRISI. Run time was around 36 hours on a DEC ALPHA computer. However, this was not a dedicated machine so the gure could vary depending on how the machine is loaded.
GAPD was assessed in terms of eOE ectiveness, that is the quality of the solutions, and e ciency, that is the number of alternatives examined relative to the number of possibilities. Because the true solution is unknown and there are no accepted methods for comparison the problem was rst solved as two single objective problems. Two methods were used: Single Objective GAPD and Iterative Relaxation. Solving two single objective problems using GAPD gives an estimate of the upper bound to the solution. Iterative Relaxation (IR) is a logical development of the heuristic used on the original land allocation problem with an additional spatial constraint to make the solution a single patch (Brookes 1997a) . IR is not a good algorithm for this problem because dynamic criteria are not given equal consideration with static criteria. However, the IR solution is a lower bound. As a further comparison the multi-objective problem was solved twice: rst hierarchically and then in a single step.
Altogether four methods were used Iterative Relaxation ( IR), Single Objective GAPD (SOG), Multi-objective GAPD (MOG) and hierarchical GAPD ( HIG ). In the following discussion patch names re ect the method and the objective e.g. IR-AG, IR-CARP etc. for the agriculture and carpet industry objectives respectively. SOG and HIG were implemented using single PDCs and MOG was implemented using a MPDC containing two PDCs.
Hierarchical GAPD solves the multi-objective problem as two related single objective problems where the solution to the rst problem constrains the second. Arbitrarily, agriculture was chosen as the primary objective and the carpet industry as the secondary objective. Patch SOG-AG was, therefore, taken as the solution (HIG-AG) to the agriculture objective and was overlaid on the CARPSUIT layer with zero utility to constrain the carpet patch. Single objective GAPD was then used to nd the best carpet patch, HIG-CARP, on the new constrained map. Note that although HIG-AG is referred to separately it is of course identical to SOG-AG.
Multi-objective GAPD solves both objectives simultaneously with equal weight. Scores for each objective were normalised by estimating maximum values from the solutions to the single objective problems and by interpolating scores using equation (1) above. The maximum values for each patch were 100500 for the carpet patch and 105000 for the agriculture patch. Then, all measured patch values were normalised to a scale of 0 to 1000 before they are combined into a single utility score. In this problem, patch type is redundant, because it can be inferred from the position of the PDC in the MPDC, and it is dropped form the PDC. The convention is that the rst PDC is for the carpet patch and the second for the agriculture patch. MOG reads two suitability maps and the region-growing routine takes the cell suitability from the appropriate layer depending on the patch type. Similarly, the evaluation routine calculates the cumulative core suitability of a patch by extracting cell values from the appropriate suitability layer.
Results
General
Before comparing the utility of each solution some general conclusions can be drawn from the location and con guration of the patches. The attributes of all patches are shown in table 1. Tables 2 and 3 show the utilities and graphical images of each patch. The geographical locations of the patches are shown in gures 11 to 16.
The IR algorithm is basically aspatial: it maximises static cell scores subject to a contiguity constraint. Consequently, it re ects the spatial pattern in the suitability layers. Both IR patches are long and narrow and located very close to Kathmandu. Contiguous patches of high ranking cells are linear rather than compact. All the GAPD patches are compact showing that GAPD responds to the dynamic (patch) criteria. Also the single objective GAPD patches are located close to the IR patches (compare gures 11 and 12 with gures 13 and 14 respectively) showing that GAPD responds to static (cell) criteria. The con ict between the objectives is revealed by the overlap of patches SOG-AG and SOG-CARP: 383 of the core cells are shared between both patches. This con ict means that any solution to the multi-objective problem involves a compromise between the two objectives and that the utility of the two patches will be less than in the single patch case. The hierarchical method patches ( gure 15) are located close to the IR ( gures 11 and 12) and SOG ( gures 13 and 14) patches. The locations of the two patches found by the multi-objective method are shown in gure 16. The agriculture patch MOG-AG is very close to the patches found in all other solutions but the carpet patch, MOG-CARP, is in a totally diOE erent location (see gures 11 through 15) although it is still near Kathmandu.
EVectiveness
All the GAPD patches are more compact (have larger core areas) than the IR patches and have higher utility. As expected, the single objective patches are better than the multi-objective patches. The IR and SOG solutions are lower and upper bounds and the MOG solutions are nearer to the upper bound than the lower. The Table 3 . Carpet industry patches. single step method should nd a better solution than the hierarchical method because it can trade oOEthe two objectives but the hierarchical method yields a better solution. In fact both HIG-patches are better than the corresponding MOG patches. In particular, MOG-CARP is very nearly as good as HIG-CARP but it is located well away from the site of SOG-AG so that MOG-AG could have occupied the same location as SOG-AG, which is a better patch, without compromising MOG-CARP. Thus MOG-AG is not the best agriculture patch that could be paired with MOG-CARP. Although the MOG solutions are sub-optimal they are close to the SOG and HIG solutions so MOG can be considered eOE ective.
EYciency
In terms of e ciency, multi-patch GAPD is very good. The data layers have 490 rows and 761 columns so there are about 360 000 possible seed positions for each patch. For two patches, that gives about 1.3 times 1011 combinations of seeds. The number of patch con gurations is of the order 2N where N 5 patch size (Brookes 1998 ) making a very large search space. In both single and multi-patch modes, GAPD was run for up to 300 generations with a population of 300, so it tried at most 9 times 104 (300Ö 300) alternatives, which is a tiny proportion of the search space. The search space for the single-objective case is many orders of magnitude smaller than for the multi-objective case, thus, MOG searched a much smaller proportion of possibilities than SOG and HIG. This may be the reason that hierarchical GAPD found better solutions than multi-objective GAPD.
Discussion
The performance of GAPD is encouraging: it searches e ciently and nds good solutions. Aspatial heuristics are inadequate for the problem because they give insu cient weight to spatial factors and an exhaustive search of all possible alternatives is impractical because of the large search space. Although the multi-objective GAPD did not nd an optimal solution, the two MOG patches were almost as good as the SOG and HIG patches and GAPD found them with less computational eOE ort than for the single patch case. The single objective search space is smaller and less complex than the multi-objective case. In absolute terms, both the multi-patch and single patch GAPD solutions found better patches for agriculture than for the carpet industry, whereas the IR algorithm found a better patch for carpets. This is a re ection of the diOE erences in the algorithms: IR is totally constrained by the spatial pattern in the data whereas GAPD trades oOEcomposition against con guration for optimal utility. GAPD grew across unsuitable cells, including zero valued cells, to get the best con guration, clearly showing that GAPD trades-oOEthe static and dynamic criteria to nd a con guration that optimises composition of the patch core. The shape bias parameter was 1 in every solution meaning that actual patch shapes are as de ned by the PDCs. Of the three GAPD methods, the multi-objective GAPD generates the carpet patch with the worst utility. A possible explanation is that the search space in the neighbourhood of the optimum solution is very complex. When GAPD tries to grow two patches near to each other they interfere and their growth is constrained. This may be a general failing of GAPD when the best two patches are close together and should be investigated further.
The utility of each MOG patch against the appropriate objective is shown in table 4 with utility against the other objective in brackets. The normalised score for the combined objectives is 956. If the patches are reversed, so that MOG-AG is used for the carpet industry and MOG-CARP is used for agriculture, the utility is 955. The fact that the values are so similar indicates the close correspondence between the two suitability maps and also is an indication that the solution is probably sensitive to the weights assigned to the diOE erent factors when creating the original suitability maps.
Further work
Several major issues must be addressed: usability, applicability and validity. These three issues are all inter-related but for clarity can be considered separately.
First there is the question of how to implement GAPD. Currently the conceptual framework and components are in place but application is crude and the components are all problem-speci c. In principle, the search and PRG components should be generic and only the measurement and evaluation components domain speci c. The region-growing component currently uses a heuristic to vary shape from the ideal. The rst requirement for a generic GAPD is a generic region-growing algorithm capable of growing any shape on any raster. As a consequence the genetic code would also become generic. Current work is looking at a generic code using a quadtree data structure which is promising because it is similar to structures used in genetic programming and can represent arbitrarily complex con gurations. The evaluation functions are inevitably domain dependent but it is possible to build a library of primitive functions together with facilities for linking them together to create arbitrary functions. Usability could be improved by a suitable user interface and reduced runtime, achieved through improvements in the e ciency of the program code, increased computer power and parallel processing. The second issue is the general applicability of GAPD to diOE erent problems. Topics for investigation include: eOE ectiveness and e ciency on diOE erent problems; design of objective functions for diOE erent situations; interpretation of outputs and integration with other decision-support tools; sensitivity analysis.
GAPD is autonomous and the solutions can be seen to be good but this is only internal validity. External validity is another matter involving uncertainty in the attribute data, understanding of spatial criteria and the planning objectives. Tools such as GAPD should be seen as providing inputs to a decision-making process not as providing solutions.
Summary
GAPD uses a genetic algorithm search engine and objective MCDM methods to optimise the composition and con guration of patches in multi-patch, multicriteria, multi-objective landuse planning problems. It has advantage s over ad hoc heuristic approaches because it handles dynamic criteria explicitly and it goes beyond suitability mapping by operating directly on raw attribute data. An implementation of GAPD was tested on a hypothetical problem and proved to be e cient and eOE ective. Although single objective versions of GAPD found better quality solutions the multi-objective version is more exible and should be developed further. Further research is needed to address questions concerning the usability and applicability of GAPD and the validity and interpretation of its output.
